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       Our Editorial Process
 
 The CBD Clinicals Team is committed to producing CBD-related content that is current, factual, unbiased, evidence-based, and medically reviewed.
 Information about CBD is available online almost everywhere, but their scientific value may often be inferior or unauthoritative.
 CBD Clinicals devotes to set itself apart by only presenting thoroughly-researched and medically reviewed information.
 CBD Clinicals strive to provide a clear understanding of what CBD is and what it can do. Given that studies on CBD use are limited, we are careful and thorough in presenting information to readers.
 Our Objective
 CBD Clinicals aims to be the most trustworthy source of all things related to CBD.
 Our Team of Experts
 The content produced by CBD Clinicals is written, fact-checked, and medically reviewed by qualified writers, editors, medical professionals, and other contributors. Esteemed doctors, pharmacists, and nutritionists critically appraise and support our in-house team.
 Our Content Creation Process:
 The CBD Clinicals team values and uphold journalistic integrity in the highest esteem by never compromising the quality of our content.
 The research involved in each piece is lengthy, and the writing is rigorous.
 To produce factual and honest information, each clinical content undergoes a minimum of twenty hours of editorial process to ensure that every piece is accurate.
 The steps of this process are as follows:
 1. Research
 CBD Clinicals aims to only deliver facts. We are careful not to draw our own conclusions and heavily rely on verifiable studies instead.
 Our References, Sources, and Citations
 CBD Clinicals employ a strict sourcing guideline and only draws from peer-reviewed studies, academic research institutions, medical journals, and government institutions.
 There are links on primary sources, such as studies, scientific references, and statistics within the article, which are also listed in the resources section at the bottom of the article.
 2. Writing
 Our Writers
 CBD Clinicals have carefully handpicked the best writers for the team.
 Each writer is tested on sourcing, style and tone in a writing assignment, which is then reviewed by the in-house editor.
 Our team of experienced writers are experts in in-depth research and deliver content that is comprehensive and comprehensible.
 They are provided with continuous feedback and training to enhance the value and quality of the articles they produce.
 Our Writing Style
 CBD Clinicals opt for clear and concise language to better communicate with readers.
 There may be some technical or medical terms in the passages, but each is explained.
 We focus on simplicity, accuracy, readability, sourcing, and citations. We believe that this helps relay information about CBD in the best way.
 For inclusiveness, we use the third person voice. This allows us to deliver information in an observational manner without imbuing any potential bias.
 3. Editing
 The quality of each article is carefully evaluated by the editor to ensure it complies with CBD Clinical’s standards. This stage includes checks on authorship, sources, and plagiarism.
 Thorough inspection and assessment are employed to secure that the article contains the elements necessary to be top quality.
 4. Medical Review and Fact Check
 Our Review Process
 The content produced by CBD Clinicals is assigned to be medically reviewed by medical professionals to warrant factual accuracy.
 We ensure that our medical reviewers are authoritative in the study of CBD.
 Our Fact-Checking Process
 The content produced by CBD Clinicals is meticulously fact-checked for statistical, medical, and scientific accuracy by our in-house research and editorial team.
 5. Content Upload
 When all requirements for a quality CBD article have been satisfied, we upload the content on our website.
 6. Revisions and Updates
 To ensure medical accuracy, the content produced by CBD Clinicals is revised every time an article is updated in a major way.
 The timing of articles being updated may be a result of:
 	New findings about CBD
	New clinical guidelines
	Product approvals or recalls
	Reader feedback or concerns

 We continuously monitor and update our content when new information becomes available.
 We Welcome Your Comment and Suggestions
 We want our readers to have the best experience when learning about CBD, so please let us know what we can do to make your experience better. Your feedback is highly appreciated.
 If you have any concerns or questions about the accuracy of our content, we are open to discuss it. You can reach us at [email protected].
 CBD Clinicals is reader-supported. When you buy through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more 
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